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We present the generalized quasiclassical theory of the long-range superconducting proximity
effect in heterostructures with strong ferromagnets, where the exchange splitting is of the order
of Fermi energy. In the ferromagnet the propagation of equal-spin Cooper pairs residing on the
spin-split Fermi surfaces is shown to be governed by the spin-dependent Abelian gauge field which
results either from the spin-orbital coupling or from the magnetic texture. This additional gauge
field enters into the quasiclassical equations in superposition with the usual electromagnetic vector
potential and results in the generation of spontaneous superconducting currents and phase shifts in
various geometries which provide the sources of long-range spin-triplet correlations. We derive the
Usadel equations and boundary conditions for the strong ferromagnet and consider several generic
examples of the Josephson systems supporting spontaneous currents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective gauge theories has been introduced in many
condensed matter systems including spin-triplet su-
perfluid 3He1, cold atom systems2,3 and magnetic
materials4,5. In spatially inhomogeneous magnetic tex-
tures the additional spin-dependent U(1) gauge field of
topological origin affects the motion of conduction elec-
trons in the same way as the external electromagnetic
field4,6–9. That results in the topological Hall effect and
emergent electrodynamics5,10 observed recently in the
chiral magnets with skyrmion lattices11–14.
Geometric flux associated with the spin-dependent
gauge field was predicted to generate spontaneous spin
and charge currents in mesoscopic rings with spatially-
inhomogeneous texture of the Zeeman field15–18. Up to
now these effects have not been observed. Experimen-
tal detection of persistent currents in normal metals is
in general rather challenging19,20 since their magnitude
is determined by the single-level contribution which is
rather small and highly sensitive to the details of disor-
der potential21,22.
The situation is completely different in the supercon-
ducting state where the locally broken U(1) gauge sym-
metry leads to the Meissner effect, i.e. the generation of
persistent condensate currents in response to the external
magnetic field. However effects associated with the geo-
metric spin-dependent flux15–18 have not been identified
in usual superconducting systems since the condensate of
spin-singlet Cooper pairs is not sensitive to the Zeeman
field rotations.
In the present paper we show that the superconducting
condensate in fact can be coupled to the spin-dependent
gauge fields emerging in superconductor/ferromagnet
(SC/FM) hybrids. In such systems the interplay of super-
conducting and magnetic orderings results in the genera-
tion of the spin-triplet correlations through the proximity
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Effective gauge theories has been introduced in many
condensed matter systems including spin-triplet su-
perfluid 3He? , cold atom systems? ? and magnetic
materials? ? . In spatially inhomogeneous magnetic tex-
tures the additional spin-depend nt U(1) gauge field of
topological origin ffects the motio of conductions elec-
t ons in the same way as the external electromagnetic
field? ? ? ? ? . That re ults in the topological Hall ffect
and emergent electrodynamics? ? observed recently in
the chiral m gnets with skyrmion lattices? ? ? ? .
Geometri flux asso iated with the spi -dependent
gauge field was predicted to generate spontaneous spin
and charge currents in mesoscopic rings with spatially-
inhomogeneous texture of the Zeeman field? ? ? ? . Yet
up to now these effects have not been observed. Experi-
mental detection of persistent currents in normal metals
is in general rather challenging? ? since their magnitude
is determined by the single-level contribution which is
rather small and highly sensitive to the details of disor-
der potential? ? .
The situation is completely different in the supercon-
ducting state where the locally broken U(1) gauge sym-
metry leads to the Meissner effect, i.e. the generation of
persistent condensate currents in response to the exter-
nal magnetic field. However in usual superconductors the
condensate of spin-singlet Cooper pairs is not sensitive to
the Zeeman field rotations. Therefore effects associated
with the geometric spin-dependent flux? have not been
identified in superconducting systems.
In the present paper we show that the superconduct-
ing condensate in fact can be coupled to the e er-
gent spin-dependent gauge fields in hybrid ferromag-
net/supe conductor (FS) struc ures consisting of the or-
dinary spin-singlet superconductors and strong ferromag-
nets which have substantial exchange ene gy splitting of
spin subbands. In such systems t e i l f super-
conducting and magnetic orderings results in the gener-
ation of the spin-triplet correlations throug the proxim-
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a,b) Schematic picture of the Cooper
pairs forming at the spin-split Fermi surfaces (FS). (a) The
long-range equal-spin correlations (ESC) between the elec-
trons within the spin-up or spin-down FS. (b) Mixed-spin
correlations (MSC) that involve pairing between electrons in
different spin-up/down FS. (c) Josephson junction through
the strong ferromagnet (F) with magnetic helix texture pro-
ducing the gauge field X ‖ x which generates spontaneous
charge currents between superconducting (S) electrodes.
ity effect? . Of particular interest are the Cooper pairs
with spin projections Sz = ±1 in the local basis deter-
mined by the exchange field h. They are formed by the
electrons with equal spins residing on one and the same
spin-up/down Fermi surface [see Fig.(1)a]. It is natu-
ral to expect that upon the adiabatic rotation of h the
Sz = ±1 Cooper pairs pick up geometric phases and gen-
erate spontaneous superconducting currents.
FI . 1. (Color online) (a,b) Sche atic picture of the Cooper
pairs for ing at the spin-split Fer i surfaces (FS). (a) he
long-range equal-spin correlations ( S ) bet een the elec-
trons ithin the spin-up or spin-do n S. (b) ixed-spin
correlatio s ( ) t at i ol e airi g et ee electrons in
iffere t s i - . (c) se s j ctio through
t e str f rr t ( ) it ti li texture pro-
ci fi l Z i s s ontaneous
c ar i ) lectrodes.
effect23 . Of particular interest are the Cooper pai s w th
sp n projecti ns Sz = ±1 in the local basis determined
by the exchange field h. They are form d by qual-spin
correlations (ESC) between the electrons resi ing on one
and the same spin-up/down Fermi surface [see Fig.(1)a].
Upon the adiabatic rotation of h such Cooper pairs pick
up geometric hases and generate spontaneous supercon-
ducting currents.
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2To understand the behaviour of ESC we develop the
gauge theory formalism to treat proximity effect in
SC/FM systems with spin-textured strong ferromagnets.
So far, proximity and transport calculations in SC/FM
hybrids have mostly concentrated on either fully polar-
ized systems, so called half metals24–28, or in the oppo-
site limit of weakly polarized systems23,29, where the dif-
ference between spin subbands is completely neglected.
However, most FMs have an intermediate exchange split-
ting of the energy bands of the order of but less than the
Fermi energy. By now the quasiclassical theory for this
regime has been formulated for the case of homogeneous
magnetization of the strong ferromagnet30. To describe
the general situation we go beyond those limitations and
consider SC/FM structures with arbitrary large and spa-
tially inhomogeneous exchange field.
Our approach relies on the adiabatic approxima-
tion for spin transport31 which has been extensively
used for studying transport phenomena in spin-textured
magnets4,5. We derive the quasiclassical equations de-
scribing ESC interacting with the spin-dependent U(1)
gauge field which can be induced either by the magnetic
texture or spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The phases picked
up by the Sz = ±1 Cooper pairs in response to this
gauge field generate spontaneous superconducting cur-
rents through strong FMs.
II. GENERALIZED QUASICLASSICAL
THEORY
A. The Model
We consider the Gor’kov equations in the presence of
spin-dependent gradient terms, the exchange field h and
the external vector potential A:
(Gˇ−10 + µ− Σˇ)Gˇ = Iˇδ(r − r′) (1)
Gˇ−10 = −Πˆ
1
2m
Πˆ− σˆk{Mkj , pˆj}/2 + (iω + hσˆ)τˆ3. (2)
Here Πˆ = pˆ − eAτˆ3, Gˇ = Gˇ(r, r′) is the matrix Green
function (GF) in spin-Nambu space, {, } is the anticom-
mutator added to have the hermitian Hamiltonian in the
system with space-dependent field Mkj , µ is the chemical
potential, ω is the Matsubara frequency, m is the effec-
tive mass which is equal to mF in the ferromagnet and
to mS in the superconductor, e is the electron charge,
pˆ = (pˆx, pˆy, pˆz) is the momentum differential operator,
σˆk and τˆk are the spin and Nambu Pauli matrices. The
self-energy term Σˇ includes the effects related to disorder
scattering as well as the non-diagonal superconducting
potential. The spin-dependent term Mkj can be associ-
ated either with the SOC or with the pure gauge SU(2)
field Mkj = −iTr
(
σˆkUˆ
†∇jUˆ
)
/2m where the transfor-
mation Uˆ(r) = eiσˆθ(r)/2 rotates spin axes to the local
frame where h ‖ z. It is parametrized by the spin vec-
tor θ = θn defined by the spatial texture of the ex-
change field distribution h(r) = Rˆ(θ(r))h, where Rˆ is
the spatially-dependent rotation matrix and we choose
h = hz. Therefore, Eq. (1) is written in the local refer-
ence frame, where the quantization axis is aligned with
the local exchange field. We assume that the exchange
field rotates slowly, on the large scales as compared to
the atomic distances. For this reason we neglect second-
order spatial derivatives of the exchange field. In the
framework of this approach the inhomogeneity of the ex-
change field enters the equations as the pure gauge SU(2)
field.
In the general case of large exchange splitting |h| ∼ µ
the spin-dependent Gor’kov Eq. (1) is rather compli-
cated and most importantly one cannot apply here the
quasiclassical theory. The quasiclassical approximation
is violated by the mixed-spin correlations (MSC) resid-
ing in spin-split subbands [Fig. 1b] which are character-
ized by the spatial length scale of the order of the Fermi
wavelength λF =
√
2m/µ. Therefore MSC yield van-
ishingly small contribution to the momentum-averaged
observables at the distances much larger than the atomic
length from the FM/SC interface. Such correlations can
be incorporated to the effective boundary conditions as
the source terms for the ESC [Fig. 1a]. The ESC sur-
vive in the ferromagnet at much larger distances and can
be treated within quasiclassics considered separately for
each of the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces.
B. Adiabatic approximation
To develop the quasiclassical approximation we divide
the GF into the parts corresponding ESC of the spin-
up/down states (see Fig.1a)
GˇES =
(
G0 +Gzσˆz Fxσˆx + Fyσˆy
F˜xσˆx + F˜yσˆy G˜0 + G˜zσˆz
)
(3)
and the one corresponding to the MSC (see Fig.1b)
GˇMS =
(
Gxσˆx +Gyσˆy F0 + Fzσˆz
F˜0 + F˜zσˆz G˜xσˆx + G˜yσˆy
)
. (4)
Then from the Gor’kov equation (1) one can see that
the amplitude of MSC is in general proportional to
GˇMS ∝ (Mij/λFh)GˇES where λF is the Fermi wave-
length. Therefore MSC are small as compared to
that of the ESC if the adiabatic criterion is satisfied
|Mij/λFh|  1.
Within the adiabatic approximation neglecting the
MSC in Eq.(1) and substituting the expansion of mo-
mentum operator pˆ2 = p2 − 2ip∇, we obtain the quasi-
classical equation for ESC part:
iVˇ ∇ˆRGˇES + [iωτˆ3 −Mzj σˆzpj − Σˇ, GˇES ] = 0, (5)
where ∇ˆR = ∇R − ieA[τˆ3, ·] and Vˇ = v+γˇ+ + v−γˇ−.
Here v± =
√
2(µ± h)/mF are the spin-dependent Fermi
3velocities determined on each of the spin-split Fermi sur-
faces labelled by the subscript σ = ±. We introduce
the projection operators to spin-up and spin-down states
γˇ+ = τˆ↑σˆ↑ + τˆ↓σˆ↓ and γˇ− = τˆ↑σˆ↓ + τˆ↓σˆ↑, respectively,
where τˆ↑(↓) = (τˆ0 + (−)τˆz)/2 and σˆ↑(↓) = (σˆ0 + (−)σˆz)/2.
The paired states on each of the Fermi surfaces are
given by the corresponding parts of the equal-spin cor-
relator: Gˇ± = γˇ±GˇES . This decomposition allows to
introduce quasiclassical propagators separately for spin-
up and spin-down blocks
gˆσ = −
∮
dξpσ
pii
Gˇσ, (6)
where ξpσ = p
2/2mF +σh−µ and the notation
∮
means
that the integration takes into account the poles of GF
neat the corresponding Fermi surface.
From Eq.(5) we obtain generalized Eilenberger equa-
tions fro the spin-less quasiclassical propagators
ivσ∂ˆRgˆσ + [iωτˆ3 − Σˆσ, gˆσ] = 0, (7)
where the covariant operator is
∂ˆR = ∇R + iσZ[τˆ3, ·]− ieA[τˆ3, ·] (8)
Z = (Mzx,Mzy,Mzz)mF . (9)
One can see that the Eilenberger-type equations for the
spin-up/down correlations contain an additional U(1)
gauge field Z which is added to the usual electromagnetic
vector potential A with the opposite effective charges
for spin-up and spin-down Cooper pairs. The U(1)
field is obtained by projecting the initial SU(2) field
σˆkMki to the basis of spin-triplet pairing states: Z =
−i(Uˆ−1∇Uˆ)11. This reduction means that we neglect
spin-flip transitions between the spin-up and spin-down
Cooper pairs induced by the SU(2) potential. On a quali-
tative level it is equivalent to the adiabatic approximation
in the single-particle problems that allows to describe the
quantum system evolution in terms of the Berry gauge
fields31.
Finally, the quasiclassical expression for the charge
current is given by
j = − ipiTe
2
∑
σ=±
∑
ω
νσ〈vσTr[τˆ3gˆσ]〉, (10)
where νσ are the spin-resolved DOS and 〈..〉 denotes the
averaging over the spin-split Fermi surface.
C. Usadel equation for ESC
Let us consider the system with large impurity scat-
tering rate as compared to the superconducting energies
determined by the bulk energy gap ∆. In this experi-
mentally relevant diffusive limit it is possible to derive
the generalized Usadel theory with the help of the nor-
malization condition gˆ2σ = 1 which holds due to the com-
mutator structure of the quasiclassical equations (8).
The impurity self-energy in the Born approximation is
given by Σˆσ = 〈gˆσ〉/2iτσ. In the dirty limit we have
2τσ(vσ∂ˆR)gˆσ = −[〈gˆσ〉, gˆσ]. (11)
The solution of Eq. (11) can be found as gˆσ = 〈gˆσ〉 +
gˆaσ
pσ
pσ
, where the anisotropic part of the solution gˆaσ is
small with respect to 〈gˆσ〉. Making use of the relation
{〈gˆσ〉, gˆaσ} = 0, which follows from the normalization con-
dition, one obtains
gˆaσ = −τσvσ〈gˆσ〉∂ˆR〈gˆσ〉. (12)
Substituting to Eq.(7) and omitting the angle brackets
we get the diffusion equation
Dσ∂ˆR(gˆσ∂ˆRgˆσ)− [ωτˆ3, gˆσ] = 0, (13)
where Dσ are the spin-dependent diffusion coefficients,
in the isotropic case given by Dσ = τσv
2
σ/3. The current
is obtained substituting expansion (12) to the Eq.(10)
j =
ipiTe
2
∑
σ=±
∑
ω
νσDσTr[τˆ3gˆσ∂ˆRgˆσ]. (14)
Equations (13,14) together with the boundary condi-
tions derived in the next section provide the framework
to study proximity effect-related phenomena in strong
ferromagnets with large amount of disorder. This regime
describes a different physical situation as compared to
the previous works, where other approximations have
been used. That concerns papers studying Rashba su-
perconductor with large SOC32 and that dealing with
weak exchange fields and SOC within SU(2)-covariant
formulation33–36. The applicability condition of our the-
ory requires that the exchange splitting has to be much
larger than all other energy scales except the Fermi
energy. In particular, in the bulk superconductor we
have omitted the spin-flipping terms produced by vari-
ous sources like SOC, magnetic texture or magnetic im-
purity scattering. However the spin-flipping terms are
still important in strong ferromagnets/half metals since
they provide the source of ESC. Such correlations ap-
pear due to the conversion of spin-singlet Cooper pairs
leaking from the superconductor electrode into the long-
range spin-triplet ones. Below we study this conversion
and boundary conditions for ESC using a generic model
of SC/FM interface.
III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The quasiclassical Eq. (7) deals with the long-range
ESC transformed adiabatically in space under the action
of spin gauge fields. In FM/SC systems with usual spin-
singlet superconductors such correlations can appear only
in result of the non-adiabatic spin flip which converts
MSC into the ESC26,28,37. This process occurs within
the thin layer near FM/SC interface and can be described
4by the effective boundary conditions. To derive them we
consider the simple microscopic model of the boundary
with the non-magnetic potential barrier. The FM/SC
interface is located at x = 0, the normal n = nxx di-
rected from SC to FM and nx = ±1. The momentum
components p‖ in yz plane parallel to the boundary are
conserved. The effective masses mS and mF in the su-
perconducting and ferromagnet regions are assumed to
be different and the FM/SC boundary is characterized
by the interfacial potential barrier of the strength V δ(x)
added to the Hamiltonian Gˆ−10 in Eq.(1).
Let us outline the general strategy to deriving the
boundary conditions for quasiclassical ESC propagators.
We need to solve the exact Gor’kov equations (1) near
the boundary with accuracy up to the first order in SU(2)
terms, which provide the conversion of MSC to ESC.
Therefore we will use an expansion by the small param-
eter |Mijpj/h|  1.
In result we will find the slow component of the anoma-
lous function ˆ˜F (x, x′) = (Gˇ)21, where the index corre-
sponds to the Nambu space. This component does not
contain fast oscillations as a function of the center of
mass coordinate X = (x + x′)/2. Let us denote such
components as ˆ˜F(x, x′) . Below we will show that these
correlations have the form
ˆ˜F =
(
0 F˜−
F˜+ 0
)
. (15)
The spin-up F˜+ and spin-down F˜− pairing amplitudes
are given by
F˜σ(x, x′) = e−inx(pσnx−p∗σnx′)Sσ⊥Kσ, (16)
where pσn =
√
2mF (µ+ σh)− p2||, and Sσ⊥ = (Mxi +
iσMyi)ni/h is the combination of SU(2) field components
that generate ESC in the ferromagnet near the supercon-
ducting interface. Here the coefficient Kσ incorporates
the dependence of the pairing amplitude on the interface
barrier strength, order parameter and effective masses.
By writing Eq.(16) we assume the averaging over the
directions of the in-plane momentum. This is enough
in the dirty limit although in the clean case additional
important effects resulting from the in-plane gradients
of the exchange field h can be obtained beyond this ap-
proximation. Eq.(16) is valid for ω > 0 and for ω < 0 the
amplitude can be obtained using symmetry relations, as
discussed below.
We need to find the GF near the FM/SC interface
determined by the 1D Gorkov’ equation (1) along x co-
ordinate. Since each GF is the 2x2 matrix in spin space
they can be represented in the form of two spinors
Gˆ = (uˆ1 uˆ2) (17)
ˆ˜F = (vˆ1 vˆ2) , (18)
where the spinor elements are uˆk = (uk1, uk2)
T and vˆk =
(vk1, vk2)
T . Let us consider the components uˆ1, vˆ1 in
detail. The other pair uˆ2, vˆ2 is given by uˆ2 = σxuˆ1 and
vˆ2 = σxvˆ1 and changing the sign of the fields h and Myi.
For the Nambu spinor ψˆ = (uˆ1, vˆ1)
T from (1) we obtain
the equation in the ferromagnet[
µF − pˆ
2
x
2mF
− σk{Mkj , pˆj}/2 + τˆ3(iω + hσz)
]
ψˆ = 0
(19)
and in the superconductor[
µS − pˆ
2
x
2mS
+τˆ3(iω + hσˆz)
]
ψˆ = 0, (20)
where µS,F = µ− p2‖/2mS,F . These equations look sim-
ilar to the Bogolubov-de Gennes equation but taken at
the imaginary frequency. The boundary condition are ob-
tained by integrating Eq.(1) near the singularity points
x = x′ and x = 0. In this way we obtain the boundary
conditions at x = x′:
ψˆ(x′ + 0) = ψˆ(x′ − 0) (21)
∇xuˆ1(x′ + 0)−∇xuˆ1(x′ − 0) = 2mF (1, 0)T (22)
∇xvˆ1(x′ + 0)−∇xvˆ1(x′ − 0) = 0, (23)
ant at x = 0
ψˆ(+0) = ψˆ(−0) (24)
∇xψˆ(−0)
mF
− ∇xψˆ(+0)
mS
= (iMkxσˆk − 2V )ψˆ(0). (25)
Here we neglect the impurity scattering and the inverse
proximity effect in the superconducting region. The im-
purity self energy can be included into the consideration
in case of the tunnelling limit when the surface barrier
is strong enough to suppress the inverse proximity effect
in the superconductor. This consideration demonstrates
that the impurity scattering does not change boundary
conditions for quasiclassical propagators. In the oppo-
site case of weak barriers one should strictly speaking
take into account how the impurity self energy in the su-
perconductor is modified by the inverse proximity effect,
which in principle can affect the boundary conditions.
Let’s assume that nx < 0. Then the solution for elec-
tron wave in bulk normal ferromagnet can be written as
vˆ = 0 and
uˆ(x > x′) = eip+nxAˆ+> + eip−nxAˆ−> (26)
uˆ(x < x′) = e−ip+nxAˆ+< + e−ip−nxAˆ−<, (27)
where the labels > (<) denote right- and left-going
waves, pσn =
√
2mF (µF + σh+ iω) and we neglect SO
corrections to the momenta. Expressions (26) are valid
for the half-metal when h > µF as well. In this case one
should take p−n = i
√
2mF (h− µF ).
To the first order by the small parameter |Mijpj/h| 
51 we get expressions for the amplitudes in Eq.(26)
Aˆ+> = a
(0)
+>e
−ip+nx′ [1, −(p+nS⊥+ + pyS‖+)]T (28)
Aˆ−> = a−>e−ip+nx
′ [
(p−nS⊥− + pyS‖−), 1
]T
(29)
Aˆ+< = a
(0)
+<e
ip+nx
′ [
1, (p+nS⊥+ − pyS‖+)
]T
(30)
Aˆ−< = a−<eip+nx
′ [
(pyS‖− − p−nS⊥−), 1
]T
, (31)
where Sσ‖ = (Mxy+iσMyy)/h and Sσ⊥ is defined above.
The zero - order amplitudes are given by
a
(0)
+> = a
(0)
+< = −imF /p+n. (32)
We neglect the second term in Eq.(26) Aˆ−> since its am-
plitude is much smaller than a
(0)
+> due to the prefactors
pσnSσ⊥ and pySσ‖. Therefore up to the first order in
these small parameters we should take into account the
reflected holes generated by Aˆ−> without spin flip which
have the same wave vector as the incident wave and there-
fore does not contribute to the slow-varying correlation
(15).
The solution (26) can be considered as the incident
electronic wave at the FM/SC interface. The reflected
wave consists of electronic uˆr and hole vˆr components
having the form
uˆr(x, x
′) = e−ip+nxDˆ+(x′) + e−ip−nxDˆ−(x′) (33)
vˆr(x, x
′) = eip
∗
−nxBˆ+(x
′) + eip
∗
+nxBˆ−(x′). (34)
Here the structure of Dˆσ, is similar to that of Aˆσ<
Dˆ+(x
′) = d+e−ip+nx
′ [
1, (p+nS⊥+ − pyS‖+)
]T
(35)
Dˆ−(x′) = d−e−ip+nx
′ [
(pyS‖− − p−nS⊥−), 1
]T
. (36)
The reflected hole-like wave is given by (34) with the
amplitudes
Bˆ+(x
′) = b+e−ip+nx
′ [
1, (S⊥+p∗−n + S‖+py)
]T
(37)
Bˆ−(x′) = b−e−ip+nx
′ [−(S⊥−p∗+n + S‖−py), 1]T . (38)
We are interested in the wave Bˆ− because the cor-
responding contribution to the reflected hole amplitude
vˆr given by the second term in Eq.(34) does not con-
tain fast oscillations as the function of X = (x + x′)/2.
Hence it provides the source of the long-range supercon-
ducting correlations. On a qualitative level the wave Bˆ−
determines the spin-flip Andreev reflection leading to the
generation of spin-triplet Cooper pairs.
Hence we obtain the component of the ESC in the form
F˜+(x, x′) = b−ei(p+nx−p∗+nx′) . The other component is
obtained from the other pair of spinors (uˆ2, vˆ2) and has
the form F˜−(x, x′) = b+ei(p−nx−p∗−nx′). Averaging over
in-plane momentum directions we get 〈bσ¯〉 = Sσ⊥Kσ in
accordance with the Eq.(16) where we put nx = −1.
General expressions for the amplitudes Kσ are rather
involved (see Appendix A). However in the tunnelling
limit they read
Kσ = nxF
∗
bcs
σpσ¯nvSn
2V 2
, (39)
where Fbcs = ∆/
√
ω2 + |∆|2 and vSn =
√
2µS/mS . For
the half-metal Eq.(39) is valid with the imaginary mo-
mentum p−n = i
√
2mF (h− µ) + p2||. The other Nambu
component of the anomalous function Fˆ (x, x′) = (Gˇ)12
can be obtained from the general particle-hole symmetry
Fˆ(ω) = σˆy[ ˆ˜F(ω)]∗σˆy. (40)
Now having in hand the expression for the slowly-
varying amplitude (16) we can derive the boundary con-
ditions for the components of quasiclassical propagator.
Following Ref. 38 we write them in the form
gˆσ = gσ τˆ3 + fσ τˆ+ + f˜σ τˆ−, (41)
where τˆ± = (τˆx ± iτˆy)/2. The quasiclassical propagators
can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the
slow-varying exact GF components (16) and then using
the definition (6). In this way we obtain the propagators
as functions of the momentum direction pˆσ, which deter-
mines the quasiclassical trajectories in each of the spin
subbands. We will use the notations f˜σ,in(out) for the
”incoming” (”outgoing”) trajectories with pˆσn < (>)0 .
Then Eq. (16) yields the quasiclassical ESC propaga-
tors at the interface x = 0:
f˜σ,in(ω > 0) = 2ivσnKσSσ⊥, (42)
where vσn = pσn/mF is the spin-dependent Fermi-
velocity. At the same time f˜σ,out(x = 0, ω > 0) = 0.
The other anomalous Green’s functions can be ob-
tained from f˜σ(x = 0, ω > 0, pˆσ) according to the fol-
lowing symmetry relations39: f˜σ(x = 0, ω < 0, pˆσ) =
−f˜σ(x = 0, ω > 0,−pˆσ) and fσ(x = 0, ω, pˆσ) = f˜∗σ(x =
0,−ω, pˆσ). The normal part of the GF is given by
gσ,in(out) = 1 due to the normalization condition. Thus
Eq. (42) gives the value of the ESC, generated by the
magnetic inhomogeneity/SOC at the FM/SC interface.
To find this equal-spin GF in the ferromagnetic region
we solve in general the transport equation (7) with the
boundary condition (42).
The advantage of the boundary conditions (42) is that
they give an explicit value of the Green’s function at the
ferromagnetic side of the interface. The price, which we
have paid for it, is that, strictly speaking, they are only
valid for an isolated interface, because the asymptotic
conditions at the infinity were essentially used in the
derivation. However, they can be safely applied to the
dirty systems with more than one interface if the dis-
tances between the interfaces are large as compared to
the mean free path. Below we are only interested in the
dirty case.
6The boundary conditions to the Usadel equations can
be obtained from Eq. (42) in a straightforward way. As
usual, one can show40 that in the isotropization region
near the interface the matrix current is〈vσn
vσ
gˆσ,in
〉
−
−
〈vσn
vσ
gˆσ,out
〉
+
=
2lσ
3
〈gˆσ〉∂ˆn〈gˆσ〉, (43)
where 〈...〉−(+) means the averaging over the part of the
ferromagnet FS corresponding to pσn < (>)0 and real
values of pσn and psn, lσ = vστσ is the mean free path
and ∂ˆn = n∂ˆR. The boundary condition to the Usadel
equation is obtained using (43), taken at x = 0 with
gˆσ,in(out) from Eq. (42) and the symmetry relations dis-
cussed above:
lσ
3
〈gˆσ〉∂ˆn〈gˆσ〉 = κ∗σSσ¯⊥τˆ+ − κσSσ⊥τˆ−, (44)
where κσ = −i〈Kσv2σn/vσ〉−.
From the boundary condition (44) one can see that the
generation of ESC is determined by the non-adiabatic
spin-flipping terms near the boundary. In case if these
terms are of the SOC origin, e.g. having the Rashba
form the magnitude of ESC correlations is given by
Sσ⊥ ∼ α/h, where α is the SOC constant. Otherwise
if it comes from the magnetic texture with the char-
acteristic scale ξθ the estimation is Sσ⊥ ∼ 1/(mF ξθh).
However as shown below, that smallness affects only the
overall amplitude of the critical current in the generic
SC/FM/SC Josephson systems , but not the sponta-
neous phase shift of the current-phase relation. Indeed
the emergent gauge field Z which drives the spontaneous
supercurrents through strong ferromagnets does not con-
tain any small parameter. Therefore the anomalous cur-
rent at zero phase difference across the junction can be
of the order of the critical one.
IV. SPONTANEOUS JOSEPHSON CURRENT
THROUGH STRONG FERROMAGNETS
Having in hand the machinery of the generalized quasi-
classical theory described above we can calculate Joseph-
son current-phase relations for different systems with
spin-dependent fields. Example of such a system with
magnetic helix texture is shown in Fig. 1c .
Here we work in the dirty limit using the linearized
(with respect to the anomalous Greens function) version
of the spin-less Usadel equations (13) and boundary con-
ditions (44). This simplification is adequate if the prox-
imity effect at the SC/FM interface is weak, for example
when the interface is low-transparent. The absolute value
of the order parameter is assumed to be the same in the
superconducting leads, while there is the phase difference
χ between them. The electric current in the ferromag-
netic interlayer can be calculated according to Eq. (14),
which in the linearised form is reduced to
j =
ipiTe
2
∑
ω,σ
νσDσ
(
fσ∂xf˜σ − f˜σ∂xfσ − 4iσZxfσ f˜σ
)
.
(45)
The anomalous GF fσ and f˜σ should be calculated from
the linearized version of the Usadel equation (13):
Dσ(∂x + 2iσZx)
2fσ − 2|ω|fσ = 0
Dσ(∂x − 2iσZx)2f˜σ − 2|ω|f˜σ = 0. (46)
The solution of these equations takes the form:
fσ =
(
Cσ,+e
λσx + Cσ,−e−λσx
)
e−2iσZxx
f˜σ =
(
C˜σ,+e
λσx + C˜σ,−e−λσx
)
e2iσZxx. (47)
The coefficients Cσ,± and C˜σ,± are to be found from the
boundary conditions (44) taken at the S/F interfaces x =
∓d/2. The resulting expressions take the form:
Cσ,± = − 3sgnωSσ¯⊥
4lσλσ sinh[λσd]
×(
κl∗σ e
∓λσd/2−iσZxd − κr∗σ e±λσd/2+iσZxd
)
, (48)
and
C˜σ,± = − 3sgnωSσ⊥
4lσλσ sinh[λσd]
×(
κlσe
∓λσd/2+iσZxd − κrσe±λσd/2−iσZxd
)
, (49)
where λσ =
√
2|ω|/Dσ. Substituting the anomalous GF
from (47) with the coefficients Cσ,± and C˜σ,± from (48)
and (49) into Eq. (45) we obtain the general current-
phase relation (CPR):
I(χ) =
∑
σ=±
Iσ sin(χ+ 2σZxd) (50)
eRσIσ
pi
= −9Sσ⊥Sσ¯⊥
l2σ
∑
ω>0
T |κσ|2
λσ sinh(λσd)
, (51)
where χ is the Josephson phase difference Rσ =
1/(e2νσDσ) is the spin-resolved resistivity and λσ =√
2|ω|/Dσ.
The spin gauge field Zx 6= 0 and finite spin splitting
D+ 6= D− in the CPR (50) lead to the spontaneous
current at zero phase difference known as the anoma-
lous Josephson effect. The ground state phase differ-
ence χ0 can be found from the zero-current condition
I(χ = χ0) = 0
tanχ0 =
I− − I+
I− + I+
tan(2Zxd). (52)
The spontaneous phase shift of Josephson current has
been obtained in several FM/SC systems25,27,30,35,41–54.
Here we demonstrate that this effect is essential only for
the case of strong ferromagnets. When the ferromagnet is
7weak and treated within the usual quasiclassical approx-
imation, the difference between I− and I+ is neglected
and the anomalous Josephson effect disappears.
The spin gauge field Z is generated by the spin he-
lix shown schematically in Fig. 1. Recently the
proximity effect in helical magnets has been observed
experimentally55,56. In this case the magnetization tex-
ture is described by h = h(cosα, sinα cos θ, sinα sin θ),
where we assume that the angle α is spatially in-
dependent and θ = θ(x). The spin rotation is
given by Uˆ = e−iσˆxθ/2e−iσˆzα/2e−iσˆypi/4 yielding Zx =
− cosα∂xθ/2mF . The surface ESC-generating term in
Eq.(16) is provided by Sσ⊥ = iσnx sinα∂xθ/(2mFh) .
The general theory developed above describes the
proximity effect in homogeneous ferromagnet with a lin-
ear in momentum SOC33,34. For example let us con-
sider the SC/FM/SC junction through the quasi-2D fer-
romagnet in xz plane, interfaces in yz planes and the
exchange field in the plane of the ferromagnet h ‖ z .
In case of the Rashba SOC in the ferromagnetic region
this system is characterized by the spin-dependent fields
Mzx = −Mxz = −α/2 which leads to
Zx = −mFα/2; Sσ⊥ = 0, (53)
while the Dresselhaus SOC yields Mzz = −Mxx = β/2
and therefore
Zz = mFβ/2; Sσ⊥ = −nxβ/2h. (54)
In each of these cases the Josephson CPR can be found
substituting the fields into the general Eqs.(50,51). Since
the ground state phase shift χ0 is determined by the com-
ponent Zx parallel to the Josephson current, for h ‖ z
we have χ0 6= 0, pi only for the Rashba SOC, but not for
the Dresselhaus one. This is natural, because in general
case of a magneto-electric effect the spontaneous current
and the magnetization are perpendicular to each other
for the Rashba SOC41,57,58, but they are parallel for the
Dresselhaus SOC. Therefore, in order to get the anoma-
lous Josephson current for the Dresselhaus SOC, h is to
have a component parallel to the current.
Comparing Eqs.(51) and (53,54) one can see that in
the considered geometry the Dresselhaus SOC produce
the long-range ESC even in the case of the homogeneous
magnet (while in general the both Rashba and Dressel-
hause SOC can produce ESC34). However their ampli-
tudes are determined by the SOC constants which in
general are rather small in metals. Although the anoma-
lous phase shift is also determined by SOC, it can be-
come rather large for sufficiently long junction, i.e. when
|Zxd| ≥ 1. Therefore even the weak SOC leads to the
significant phase shifts of the CPR although the overall
critical current amplitude is rather small . In reality how-
ever the long-range ESC can be generated by the mag-
netic inhomogeneity near the interface26. Let us consider
the following model :
h = h(sin θ, 0, cos θ), U = e−i(θ/2)σy , (55)
where θ = θ(x) changes linearly in the region ξθ  d
near the interfaces and θ = 0 in the bulk FM. Neglect
the effect of SOC we get Sσ⊥ = −iσnx∂xθ/(2mFh) in
the CPR Eq. (50), where the spin gauge field Zx is de-
termined by the SOC in the bulk FM. For small exchange
fields h µ the anomalous phase shift χ0 is determined
by the prefactor (I+ − I−)/(I+ + I−) ∼ h/µ. If we as-
sume additionally (in general it can be not the case) that
Zxd  1, then χ0 ∼ mF (hd/µ)α, in agreement with
Ref. 41.
V. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have developed the generalized qua-
siclassical formalism to calculate the behaviour of long-
range ESC in the ferromagnet. These correlations can
be generated at the ferromagnetic/superconductor in-
terface in the presence of either magnetization inhomo-
geneity or SOC. The general conditions for ESC gen-
eration are derived in terms of the SU(2) gauge fields.
In the ferromagnetic material the behaviour of ESC
is shown to be governed by the adiabatic spin gauge
field which generates spontaneous superconducting cur-
rents through strong FMs with magnetic texture or
SOC. These results demonstrate that spontaneous su-
perconducting currents exist as a robust and experi-
mentally observable phenomenon in many superconduct-
ing/ferromagnetic systems studied in connection to the
superconducting spintronics59,60.
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Appendix A: Spin-flip Andreev reflection coefficient
Here we find the reflection coefficients of the electronic and hole-like waves in Eqs.(33,34). For this purpose we use
Eq.(26) as the incident wave coming from the ferromagnet to the FM/SC interface. To apply the boundary conditions
8(24, 25) we write solution in the superconductor, as the superposition of two terms decaying at x→∞ :
uˆS = Cˆ1e
iq1x + Cˆ2e
iq2x (A1)
vˆS =
i∆∗
ω + Ω
Cˆ1e
iq1x +
i∆∗
ω − Ω Cˆ2e
iq2x (A2)
where q1 =
√
2mS(µS + iΩ) and q2 = −
√
2mS(µS − iΩ) and Ω =
√
ω2 + |∆|2. Below we will neglect the imaginary
part of q1,2 and use q1 ≈ /q2 ≈ pSn where pSn =
√
2mSµS .
First, let us find reflection coefficients without spin-flip, in zero order by small parameter M+x,ypx,y/h. For this
purpose we obtain the following system of equations :
a
(0)
+ + d
(0)
+ = c1 + c2 (A3)
v+n(a
(0)
+ − d(0)+ ) = α0c1 − α∗0c2 (A4)
b
(0)
+ = i∆
∗(c1/ω+ + c2/ω−) (A5)
v−nb
(0)
+ = i∆
∗(α0c1/ω+ − α∗0c2/ω−) (A6)
where
α0 = vSn + 2iV (A7)
ω± = ω ± Ω. (A8)
The solutions are
a
(0)
+ = 1/(iv+n) (A9)
d
(0)
+ = a
(0)
+
(α∗0 + v+n)(α0 − v−n)ω− − (α∗0 + v−n)(α0 − v+n)ω+
(α∗0 + v−n)(α0 + v+n)ω+ − (α∗0 − v+n)(α0 − v−n)ω−
(A10)
b
(0)
+ = a
(0)
+
2i∆∗v+nvSn
Y ∗+
(A11)
The spin-flip reflection amplitude b− can be found taking into account first-order corrections in M+x,ypx,y/h when
matching the electron and hole waves at FM/SC boundary. In this way we get the linear system
Aˆ
(0)
+ + Dˆ
(0)
+ + Dˆ− = Cˆ1 + Cˆ2 (A12)
v+n(Aˆ
(0)
+ − Dˆ(0)+ )− v−nDˆ− = αˆCˆ1 − ˜ˆαCˆ2 (A13)
Bˆ
(0)
+ + Bˆ− = i∆(Cˆ1/ω+ + Cˆ2/ω−) (A14)
v−nBˆ
(0)
+ + v+nBˆ− = i∆(αˆCˆ1/ω+ − ˜ˆαCˆ2/ω−), (A15)
where the coefficients αˆ = α0−Mkxσˆk and ˜ˆα = α∗0 +Mkxσˆk take into account the correction to the boundary condition
from the effective spin-orbital term. The spinors Aˆ
(0)
+ , Bˆ
(0)
+ , Dˆ
(0)
+ are given by Eqs.(28,35,37) with the amplitudes
(A9,A10,A11) and without the spin-flip terms
Aˆ
(0)
+ = a
(0)
+>e
−ip+nx′ (1, 0)T (A16)
Dˆ
(0)
+ = d
(0)
+ e
−ip+nx′ (1, 0)T (A17)
Bˆ
(0)
+ = b
(0)
+ e
−ip+nx′ (1, 0)T . (A18)
The solution of this system reads
Bˆ− =
ivSn∆
∗(vΣAˆ0+ − vdDˆ0+)− ZˆBˆ0+
Y+
, (A19)
where
Zˆ = Z+ + 4iΩVMkxσˆk (A20)
Z+ = Ω(|α0|2 + v2−n) + 2ωvSnv−n =
1
2
(ω+|α0 + v−n|2 − ω−|α0 − v−n|2) (A21)
Y+ = Ω(|α0|2 + v+nv−n + 2ivdV ) + ωvSnvΣ = 1
2
[ω+(α0 + v−n)(α∗0 + v+n)− ω−(α0 − v+n)(α∗0 − v−n)], (A22)
9where vΣ = v+n + v−n and vd = v+n − v−n.
In this way we obtain the spin-flip Andreev reflection amplitude in the form b− = Kx+S+⊥ +Ky+S+‖ with
Kx+ = −
i∆∗vSnp+n(a(0)vΣ + d
(0)
+ vd) + b
(0)
+ (Z+p−n + 8hiΩV )
2Y+
(A23)
Ky+ = py
i∆∗vSn(d
(0)
+ vd − a(0)vΣ)− b(0)+ Z+
2Y+
. (A24)
(ii) Let us now consider the other pair of spinors in Eq.(17) uˆ2, vˆ2 which determine the correlation function F˜− .
They can be obtained from uˆ1, vˆ1 by transforming the Hamiltonian Hˇ → σxHˇσx which flips the spin index σ. The
reflected hole-like states are given by the same Eq.(37), but this time we are interested in the wave Bˆ+(x
′). This wave
has the form (37) with the amplitude b+ = Kx−S−⊥ +Ky−S−‖, where
Kx− =
i∆∗vSnp−n(a(0)vΣ − d(0)− vd) + b(0)− (Z−p+n − 8hiΩV )
2Y−
(A25)
Ky− = py
i∆∗vSn
(
d
(0)
− vd + a
(0)vΣ
)
+ b
(0)
− Z−
2Y−
, (A26)
where the amplitudes d
(0)
− , b
(0)
− , a
(0)
− and coefficients Z−, Y− are obtained from (A9,A10,A11,A19,A20, A21,A22)
with + changed by the − and vice versa.
(iii) Limiting cases: Consider large barrier V  vS , vσ, vσ, h/pσ so that α ≈ iV and Z0 ≈ Y ≈ ΩV 2. Then
from Eqs. we get d
(0)
+ ≈ −a(0)+ and b(0)+ ≈ a(0)+ i∆pSnp+n/(2ΩV 2).
Substituting to the Eq.(A23) and taking into account (A9) we get
Kx+ = −vSnp−n
2V 2
∆∗√
ω2 + |∆|2 (A27)
Kx− =
vSnp+n
2V 2
∆∗√
ω2 + |∆|2 (A28)
These expressions are valid for the half-metal when h > µF as well. In this case one should take p−n =
i
√
2mF (h− µF ).
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